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SUMMARY;

"Scan Generated Clock" is a project in which a system of automatic picture

geometry correction for colour TV receivers is investigated. Two main elements

are used in the system. Horizontal position feedback and (line) memories.

Horizontal position feedback is sufficient to avoid alignments in the CTV. The

use of information storage on luminance and colour for each point of a line

makes it possible to decouple the horizontal deflection (scan) from the

received video signal. Knowing the current electron beam horizontal position

with a 'random' scan, it is possible to display the correct picture contents

(video, colour) for that point by looking it up in a memory. Result is a

simple horizontal deflection circuit. The additional electronic circuits can

be integrated in an IC.

Theoretical models of the scan generated clock system have been derived and a

test set-up to simulate the system has been improved and extended.

It has been shown that the horizontal deflection system in a CTV receiver using

SGC can be simple. The CTV E-W modulator and linearity coil are no longer

needed. Interferences of beam current modulation with the feedback signal

causes visible position errors on the screen.

Main problem of the SGC system is the interference problem. The derived system

description models have to be extended to examine this problem. An improved

test set-up is highly desired.
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! Introduction.

1

Low cost and maximum performance are two design goals of modern television

receiver concepts. Most colour television receivers apply shadow mask picture

tubes. A shadow mask Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) is a complex device. As a result of

design restrictions, these tubes have a difficult relation between the

electron beam spot position and the deflection coil(s) current(s).

Horizontal deflection circuits in Colour TeleVision (CTV) receivers become

complicated in order to obtain a normal picture geometry. Electronic deflection

circuits are expensive and need alignment. Furthermore they are dissipative and

difficult to integrate into IC's.

A technique to improve non-linear effects in a certain system is using

feedback. Information about the horizontal (x) position of the electron beam is

needed to improve the effects of horizontal deflection non-linearities. To gain

this information, UV phosphor markers are placed in the CRT. These UV phosphors

are placed as vertical stripes at the back of the shadow mask. Each time the

electron beam transverses the phosphor stripes, UV photons are emitted to the

gun side of the CRT. A photodiode converts some of these photons to electrical

information.

Using feedback only would not significantly reduce the deflection circuit

complexity. The x-position of the spot still has to obey the rules of the TV

transmission system. Adding the element "memory" opens new possibilities to

reduce the deflection circuit complexity. Using a memory for luminance and

colour information, makes this information available at any arbitrary moment.

Use of the combination of memory and feedback creates new possibilities for TV

concepts. There is no need any longer for coupling between the TV's electron

beam spot location and the instantaneous luminance and colour information of

the received video signal. The feedback system yields information on the

receivers current spot location. Knowing the spot location, the required

electron beam current for that position can be found in the memory.

In the new situation, the CRT scanning is decoupled from the TV transmitter

scanning. In this report only the horizontal scanning will be decoupled. Only

feedback information is required on the horizontal (x) position. And only a

small memory is needed to contain all required information.



Chapter 1 of the report gives an introduction to the overall system,

restrictions of the investigations and some definitions. Chapter 2 derives

information about the scan speed (vx ) of a simple horizontal deflection circuit

in conjunction with a shadow mask CRT. Chapter 3 analyzes the feedback signal

and signal conditions. The feedback signal processing is split up in two

chapters. Chapter 4 handles the signal pre-processing like magnitude control,

and filtering. Chapter 5 discusses PLL circuits with fast-lock aids. Chapter 6

holds information on the practical realization of several circuits.

Measurements and conclusions are in the chapters 7 and 8. Some ideas and

suggestions for future investigations are in the appendices.

1.1 Scan Generated Clock (SGC).

This chapter will present a TV concept using horizontal position

feedback. The position feedback and the control of the memory circuits will be

explained. Fig 1.1.1. shows a modification to a shadow mask CRT.

SHADOW "ASK-_
PHOSPHOR STR:EPQ.

2

PHOTOO:EOO, _

Fig 1.1.1. Modified shadow mask picture tube and the UV phosphor mask pattern.

In Chapter 2 it will be explained that the horizontal deflection "writes" the

so called "lines" on the screen. The spot moves every line from left to right

over the CRT's screen. The standard shadow mask is equipped with UV phosphor

markers. These phosphors are applied as vertical stripes and have a constant x

position.

~hosphor - 6( x - n.~), where nf ±O,1,2, ... and ~ - stripe distance.

and 6 the dirac function.

The "scan" time is the time interval during which the spot moves from left to

right. In this interval beam-current can flow. The "flyback" time is the time

during which the spot moves from right to left. This movement is fast and no

beam current is flowing during this time. The spot produces no light during

flyback.



If during the scan time the spot moves across a phosphor stripe, a number of

photons is emitted. The location of the UV phosphor is at the back side of the

shadow mask. The shadow mask is an iron plate and so the UV light is emitted

only backwards, invisible on the CRT's picture.

A photodiode converts the UV light pulses to electrical information. This

electrical information will be called: "pilot signal".

For the moment a constant beam current during scan time is supposed (white

picture). During f1yback no beam current is flowing and no UV photons are

received at the photodiode. The pilot signal is just O. Immediately after the

f1yback, the spot starts moving with a certain speed Vx from left to right.

When the spot passes the most left UV phosphor stripe, a pulse will be seen in

the pilot signal.

The left-hand phosphor stripe produces the first pilot signal pulse after the

f1yback. Since the UV phosphors are located equidistant, each new pilot signal

pulse indicates a spot movement over a distance d. Using a counter for the

pilot signal pulses after the f1yback converts the pilot signal to exact

information about the current x position.

x - X1eft + ~.ncounter

The pilot signal acts as a clock pulse for a counter: the Scan Generated Clock

(SGC).

The transmission standard supposes an X-position as function of time:

Xt - X1eft + Cx·(t-tO)' where Cx a constant spot scan speed.

Both functions have a linear changing parameter. Fig 1.1.2 gives a block

diagram of a TV concept using a scan generated clock.

3
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Fig 1.1.2. TV concept using SGC.

The picture memory contains one line of video information. During the scan time

the video signal holds information about luminance and colour of the current x

position. During the flyback time the video signal contains synchronization

information for the electron beam spot movement.

The line memory is a digital random access memory (or a FIFO). Each address

points to information about luminance and colour. Information is written in the

line memory with 'addresses' linear changing in time. So each location in the

memory contains information about a pixel with a known x position. To read

information from the memory, it is addressed by the pilot signal pulse counter.

So for each detected x position, -immediately the correct luminance and colour

signals can be displayed by driving this luminance and colour information to

the CRT guns.

1.2 Restrictions

Feedback information can be used in combination with memories. Picture

geometry information could be stored in a memory. With this methods, picture

geometry information can be available at any moment, even if no beam current is

flowing. Methods using geometry memories will be called: 'Indirect methods'.

This report deals only with 'direct clock-recovery'. The pilot-information is

used straight forward to synchronize an electronic system.

Prices of components are not a subject of restriction in this project. So even

an 'expensive' photomultiplier-tube could be used.



The main goal of the graduation work is examining and or proving the

possibilities of the 'direct' feedback methods for picture geometry

improvements.

Theory about a SGC system and a practical realization are both of equal

importance. Since the SGC system is new (proposed by Dr.-Ing. U.E. Kraus), no

detailed system description is available. The quality of a pilot signal under

every possible condition has to be investigated. Signal strength, frequency

spectrum, noise and the time response will be analyzed in the chapters 2 and 3.

For verification of the theory a practical realization of a SGC system is an

absolute "must".

The test set-up is only an approximation. The real (proposed) picture tube

does not exist yet. Chapter 1.3 explains how a simulation of a SGC system has

been built.

Maybe some of the derived models have only importance in the design phase of a

scan generated clock system. Many of the conclusions are very simple and easy

to understand, even without difficult models.

The scan generated clock system is related to the index tube system. The index

tube TV receiver concept has been studied rather well in the past. [4,5]. In

the old time PLL concepts were not available, nor fast digital memories. So, in

that system, the scanning of the spot had to be perfectly linear. Just the

opposite of the scan generated clock picture geometry correction system.

1.3 SGC simulation

The SGC system utilizes a not commercially available picture tube.

Extending an existing CRT with a UV stripe mask is difficult. The test set-up

utilizes a modified standard 45-AX CRT. The tube has no shadow mask and only

one fast UV phosphor at the screen's inside. Fig 1.3.1. gives an outline of

this CRT.

The phosphor is present at the whole screen. To simulate the UV phosphor

stripes, a photographic stripe mask is placed before the screen. The UV light

pulses can be detected before the screen. To exclude day-light, a black metal

box surrounds the CRT and the photodiode detector.

5
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Fig 1.3.1. CRT used in test set-up.

The photographic mask is a little smaller than the 66 cm diagonal screen. To

compensate for this effect, the magnitudes of both horizontal and vertical

deflection circuits are reduced. Deflection, power supply, RGB drive circuits

and cabinet are from a standard Colour TV with RGB inputs (K40 chassis).



The Scan speed.

This chapter introduces the standard TV scanning pattern, the relations

between the shadow mask CRT's excitation and the position of the spot. Finally

the spot scan speed will be optimised and derived for two simple horizontal

deflection circuits.

7

The CRT deflection principles are not discussed in this report. More details on

this subject can be found in [1} and [2}.

The centre of the TV screen is defined as x-O, y-O. The horizontal deflection

circuit formula's are presented with x-O at t-O.

2.1 Standard scanning system.

In normal TV systems, the picture to be transmitted is scanned. See fig

2.1.1. For each moment in time, the luminance and colour information of exact

one point is transmitted.

COMMUNJ:CATJ:ON

CHANNEL

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~tt~~~~~~~ _-SCANNJ:NG

..- .
EX ORJ:NG
ELEMENT

PATTERNS ._••-_... ~;;~~~~~~~m~ m~~~~~~~~~
........- ...

RE DUCJ:N
SPOT

RECaYER

Fig 2.1.1. Functional representation of black and white TV system.

This scanning occurs in two dimensions simultaneously. The x scanning is fast;

the y scan much slower. For both scan directions, the scan-spot displacement

is changing linear with time. X scanning starts at the left of the picture,

moves to the right side, and makes a fast return (dark retrace) to the left

side. During the 'fly-back', no information about brightness or colour is

obtained and transmitted. The y scan has the same pattern, but moves from top

to bottom.

This x and y scanning results in a spot moving pattern, shown in Fig 2.1.3.
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Fig 2.1.3. TV scanning pattern.

This scanning system is called: 'interleaved'. Lines of the current 'frame'

have a position between the lines of one frame earlier.

Some characteristics of this scanning system are:

No. of transmitted pictures/second

Line frequency (x-scan)

Field frequency (y-scan)

Active scan time during a line

Line-f1yback time

25 Hz complete pictures.

15625 Hz.

50 Hz

52 jJS.

12 jJS.

In the TV receiver, during f1yback time no light is produced. And no beam

current is flowing then.

The transmission standard defines a horizontal position as function of time:

Xt - Cxt • t, where Cxt a velocity constant and -26 jJS < t < 26 jJS.



2.2 The CRT x position

This chapter concerns a 45-AX CRT with a 66FS deflection system. The test

set up uses a CRT with a diagonal of 0.66 m. With an aspect ratio of 3:4 it can

be derived that:

Xmax = 2/5 . 0.66 m - 0.264 m::::: 0.26 m. and

Ymax 3/10 . 0.66 m = 0.198 m ::::: 0.20 m.

The spot position is a function of:

The horizontal deflection coil current i x ' [A]

- The vertical deflection coil current i y ' [A]

- The CRT's anode voltage Va' [V] (Nominal value - 25 KV)

The x position formula is complex and is normally not available in the 45-AX

specifications. Two sources for the required information were found:

- Calculations of E1coma for an early version of the 66FS deflection system.

- Laboratory measurements on a 66FS deflection system. For 2 different y

positions measurements were available.

The calculations yielded a formula:

x
4*Xgs * { 0.24904 + 0.04307 * (5*Ygs )2 + 0.00608 * (5*Ygs )4

+ (4*Xgs )3 * { 0.10236 + 0.01278 * (5*Ygs )2 - 0.01238 * (5*Ygs )4

+ (4*Xgs )5 * { 0.00299 - 0.01926 * (5*Ygs )2 + 0.00352 * (5*Ygs )4

(2.1)

Xgs and Ygs are drive constants proportional with horizontal and vertical drive

currents. The EHT voltage Va is 25 KV nominal. The formula is rather accurate.

Maximum error is some rom's distance on a 66 cm diagonal screen.

The Xgs and Ygs can be calculated from the next equations:

Xgs - Cx * i x / sqrt(Va )

Ygs - C * i y / sqrt(Va )y

Cx and Cy are constants specifying the deflection sensitivity. Their values can

be solved with knowledge of the drive currents at 2 points:

the i x for the case of Xmax at y-O and iy-O.

the i x and i y for the case of Xmax'Ymax '

Exact values for Cx and Cy can be derived from the measurements. The

measurements were done for y-O and y-0.2 m. A least squares polynomial fit was

9
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done with as result:

X(y-O m)

X(y-0.2m)

0.103596 • i x + 0.004748

0.111245 • i x + 0.007387

(ix
3) + 0.000908

(ix
3) + 0.000649

(2.2)

(2.3)

Comparing the measurements and the calculated data shows a maximum difference

of 0.005 m. For the purpose of this report, both given expressions have

sufficient accuracy.

The expression (2.2) is used to show the non-1inearities in the deflection. Fig

2.2.1. shows these effects graphical.

Fig 2.2.1. X and Y displacements for constant steps in drive currents. (drive

current change between two neighbor dots in x or y direction is constant). 66

FS tube.

The 66-FS deflection system uses a permanent magnet so called North-South

correction. This is a compensation for y displacement as function of x-drive.

As can be seen, x-position is a function of vertical drive. In normal CTV

receivers, this effect is corrected by a horizontal magnitude modulator: the

East-West (EW) modulator.

Another effect is visible: for large deflection angles, deflection becomes

stronger. Correction for this phenomena is called: S-correction.

A more general description on deflection theory can be found in [1].
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2.3 Deflection electronics.

A simple horizontal deflection circuit can deliver a sawtooth current. The

most simple deflection circuit looks like Fig 2.3.1.

Fig 2.3.1. Simple horizontal defection circuit.

During the time the switch is closed, the deflection current satisfies the next

equation:

ih - 10 + (V / L) • t.

For t-O, ih has to be 0:

ih - (V/L) • t - Cdx • t, where Cdx a constant.

The deflection current changes linear with time. Due to the non-linear

deflection characteristics, the scan speed is not constant as will be shown

more accurate in chapter 2.4. A more constant scan speed can be obtained with

the deflection circuit of fig 2.3.2.

Fig 2.3.2. S-corrected deflection circuit with loss resistor.

In series with the deflection coil is an "S-correction" capacitor. For DC bias

purposes an extra inductor with a value of several times the deflection coil

inductance is needed. Electrical loss in the deflection coil is modelled by a

resistor in series with the inductor.
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A complete analytic time solution of this electrical circuit is cumbersome to

obtain. Only a scan time solution of the deflection coil current is required to

derive the scan speed. During the scan time the switch is short-circuited. The

problem is reduced to a series connection of R,L and C. See fig 2.3.3.

Fig 2.3.3. Deflection circuit during scan-time.

A general solution for the current as function of time is:

ih(t) - A exp( -(t-tO)/r ) ( - cos(wo(t-tO)) + fac 0 sin(wo(t-tO)) },

where r - 20L / R, w ~ 1 / sqrt( LoCs ) and to - 26 ~S.

In a practical deflection circuit r will be large and it introduces only a

small decrease of amplitude during one line. to is a shift in time, because the

start of the line scan is at t--26 ~S. The value t+to is then O. to --26~S.

It is known that:

ih(O) - 0 and ih(tO) - I xmax ' (y-O).

I xmax is the peak horizontal deflection current. Now the values of A and fac

can be solved:

ih - 0 --> 0 - -cos(-wotO) + fac 0 sin(-wotO) --> fac - cot(-wotO)

ih(-26~S) - I xmax - A

fac - cot( 26E-6/sqrt(LoCs ) ), only depending on Cs for a given L.

The S-corrected horizontal deflection current becomes:

ih(t) - Ixmaxoexp(-(t-tO)/r) ( -cos(wo(t-tO) + facosin(wo(t-tO)) }
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Fig 2.3.4. Deflection current wave form for several values of es '

2.4 X-scan speed as a function of time.

Now the x-sean-speed as a function of time can be solved. The extreme

values of the scan speed Vx have to be limited. Large differences between

maximum and minimum Vx can not be tolerated because the picture brightness with

constant beam current is proportional- to l/vx ' Brightness differences on the

screen have to be lower then 50% (white picture). The ratio between maximum and

minimum Vx must be smaller than 1.5. ( Better or equal than a standard TV set)

In chapter 5 information about the scan speeds derivate ax ( - d(vx)/d(t) ) is

needed. The maximum acceleration will be used to find the needed bandwidth of

a PLL loop.

Vx can be found in two steps:

d(x)

d(t)

d(x) d(ix )

d(t)

Expressions for x - f(ix ) and i x - f(t) have been derived already. The

derivates are calculated in a computer program and the results are presented in

graphical form. Vx is of course also a function of the y position on the

screen.

For a real sawtooth deflection current (no S correction) the x(t) and vx(t) are

presented in fig 2.4.1. and 2.4.2. (page 14).
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Fig 2.4.1. x - f(t,y) and Fig 2.4.2. Vx - f(t,y). Sawtooth deflection current.
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The scan speed variation is a factor 1.9. The conclusion is that this simple

deflection circuit can not be used. A factor 1.5 was chosen as limit.

To obtain a sufficient constant brightness, always an S-correction circuit is

needed. The S-correction capacitor can be optimised for several conditions. Two

cases will be studied: optimum position linearity and optimum constant scan

speed. The first choice is optimum for a standard TV, but does not give the

optimum constant scan speed. The second choice is slightly better for the SGC

system, because as will be shown in chapter 5, the position phase jitter in the

total system due to noise will be slightly better.

The optimizations are done in a computer program (Appendix 1) with a least

squares algorithm. The position will be compared to a line x - c·t. The best

possible c is chosen in the program and the result is a S-correction capacitor

(Cs) value of 0.29 ~F. The Vx will be compared to a best possible constant. The

optimum Cs value in this case is 0.25 ~F.
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The x position is now almost linear with time. The scan speed has still

deviations of 25% from the center screen value. Even in the case of a standard

TV receiver, the brightness as function of screen position spreads 25 %. This

is verified by measurements on a standard TV receiver. (Hagner spot-luminance

measurement equipment).

2.5 Influence of EHT variations.

As mentioned before, the EHT voltage Va is a function of the beam current.

The EHT power supply can be modelled as a 25 KV voltage source, followed by an

RC filter. R is a rather large resistor: some hundreds of KOhms. The time

constant Tau - R * C ~ 600 ~S.

::I·--+~. .
EHTcv'l i ~

+oIlS··crn••···• --:r-+

Applying a step function in beam current, this results in an exponential

voltage step of 2-3 KV in a 600 ~S time period. Due to beam current limiters,

this is the worst case EHT modulation. The x-sean-speed sensitivity to EHT is

maximum at corner of the screen. But for a PLL design (chapter 5), the maximum

EHT change in one half line is important. Over a 26 ~S period the EHT can

change maximum ~ 250 Volt. This is approximately 0.5 %. Scan speed changes with

the square root of the EHT, and so scan speed changes due to EHT are smaller

than 0.25 %/half-line. This is only a small contribution in comparison with the

missing Sand EW corrections.

The 'static' (slow-changing) change in scan speed due to EHT voltage change is

smaller than 5%.
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The pilot signal.

This chapter will examine the quality of the feedback information. The

signal to noise ratio, the instantaneous frequency as function of time and the

time response of the pulses will be studied. The magnitude of the pilot signal

is linear dependent on the beamcurrent. The beam current is modulated to write

the luminance information. Picture contents can interfere with pilot

information. This interference will be studied also. After derivation of this

information, conclusions can be drawn for properties of the phosphor stripe

mask. Stripe distance, stripe width and UV phosphor response time can be

specified.

Two diffe~ent sensor types are studied and discussed.

- a semiconductor photodiode OSD-50. This device has an active area of 50 mm2

and a capacitance of 80 pF. The spectral sensitivity is not optimal for UV

light.

a phototube AV29. Its active area is 314 mm2 , its capacitance is 6 pF. The

spectral sensitivity is optimum for UV light.

3.1 The photodiode current.

A relation between the CRT's electron beam current and the photodiode

current will be derived. For the moment a constant beam current is supposed.

The magnitude of the photodiode current is the difference between minimum and

maximum current, a peak-peak value. If the electron beam does not hit UV

phosphor, the diode current is zero. The maximum is found, when the total

electron beam hits UV phosphor. Derivation of the formula's in this chapter can

be found also in [11].

The electron beam current in a shadow mask CRT has a maximum average value of

appro 1.2 mAo The total peak beam current can be up to 10 mAo

For practical reasons, a minimum guarantied beam current must be defined:

Ibeam,min'

This is the total beam current needed to obtain a certain maximum jitter in x

displacement on the picture tube for the complete closed loop system. This

value should be as low as possible. A value of several ~A'S would guaranty a
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normal contrast ratio between max and min light output on the picture tube.

The 'anode' voltage of the picture tube is:

Veht - 25 KV.

The maximum phosphor stimulating power (of the electron beam is):

Pb - Veht • Ibeam,max - 25 KV • 10 rnA - 250 Watt,peak

The phosphors will not convert all this power to photons. The phosphor

efficiency is:

n z 1 %

n % of the stimulating power is converted to light. Let L be the power of the

emitted photons, then:

L - n • Pb - 0.01 • 250 - 2.5 Watt.

The energy of one photon is:

El - h • c / \ - 6.62 E -34 • 3 E -8 / 400 E -9 - 4.96 E -19 J.

where h is Planck's constant and c is the light speed.

The number of photons per second ~ is:

~ - L / El - 2.5 / 4.96 E -9 - 5 E 18 photons/so

These photons are assumed to radiate uniformly in all directions backward from

the shadow mask.

At a distance d from the radiator, the available number of photons/sec on a

target with a surface 5 will be:

5
(5 is a part of sphere surface).

with ngl the transmission coefficient of the CRT glass. Assuming ngl - 0.5, 5 

50 mm2 and d - 250 mm,

~c - 0.5 • 5 E 18 • 50 / (3.14 • 250 2 ) - 6.4 E 14 photons/so
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In a semiconductor phQtodiode each photon causes one electron-hole pair or

maximum 1 electron current flow. Oue to recombination and reflection, the real

available current will be lower. This efficiency is expressed in the so called

quantum efficiency:

QE = 0.1 for a semiconductor photodiode.

Now all parameters are known to calculate the photodiode electric current:

Idiode - ~c • QE • q - 6.4 E 14 • 0.1 • 1.6 E -19 - 10 ~.

This 10 ~A current is only flowing during peak white occurrences. With an

average beam current of 1 mA, only a 1 ~ current will flow in the diode. This

1 ~A is indeed the current measured in an OSO 50-3 photodiode.

The diode current is a function of Ibeam:

Idiode - 0.001 • Ibeamo (OSO-50).

Using the AV29 phototube, due to the larger sensitive surface and a better QE

value the diode current is a 10 times higher:

Idiode - 0.01 • Ibeam. (AV29).

It must be clear that several parameters in this calculation are quite global.

Especially the phosphor efficiency is an unknown factor [11] 0 There is no need

for an accurate knowledge of the diode current. The main choices in the SGC

system design do not depend on the magnitude of the feedback signal.

Calculation is just a matter of verification and modelling.

3.2 Optics and multiple diodes.

This chapter shows that no large improvements in magnitude of the

photodiode current can be gained by using optics.

Trying to concentrate energy passing a certain surface to a smaller surface is

known as the "Non imaging concentrator" problem. This problem is studied in

optics and even in thermodynamics. The possible "amplification" factor depends

on:

- The largest angle of the in-coming light/energy beams: ~10

- The largest angle of the light for which the sensor is sensitive: ~2.

Fig 3.2.1 models the problem.
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Fig 3.2.1. The sine law applied to the test set-up.

The "sine-law" [6] states:

The angle ~2 can be very near to 90 degrees. Sin ~2 will be = 1. The flux

amplification is proportional with the surface area ratio:

Gain 1 I sin2 ~l'

In the SGC test setup ~max = arctan(0.33/0.2) - 60°. So the theoretical maximum

possible gain for any optical passive system will be 1.37 x.

Using 2 or more photodiodes at different positions can reduce the worst case

distance (diode-UVphosphor) and ~lmax' However the gain is very small compared

to the gain difference between an OSD-50 semiconductor diode and an AV29 vacuum

diode.

3.3 SIN ratio of the pilot signal.

In this chapter the combination of a photodiode and a trans impedance

amplifier are examined. A trans impedance amplifier has a current input and a

voltage output. Its "gain" is expressed in VIA or Ohm. Every electronic

amplifier produces noise. The amplifier noise is a function of the photodiode

capacitance. The photodiode itself also produces noise. The photodiode noise is

much smaller than the amplifier noise and will be ignored.

Optimising such a capacitive current output sensor and a trans impedance

amplifier for noise is a standard problem. In [12] and [13] the problem has
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been studied. Some good amplifiers were already available. Measured equivalent

input noise current over 3 MHz BW and using an amplifier optimised for an OSD

50 diode was 5 nArms ' An optimised amplifier for the AV-29 produced an

equivalent input noise of 1.8 nArms '

Using the magnitude expression of chapter 3.1 and converting the peak-peak

values to RMS values for a sine wave, the SIN ratio is found to be:

O.OOl.Ibeam
(S/N)OSD-50 - ------ - 7E4.Ibeam - 71 at 1 mA (37 dB at I-lmA).

2J2 5E-9

(S/N)AV29
0.01 .Ibeam

2J2 1. 8E-9
- 2E6.lbeam - 2000 at lmA (66 dB at I-lmA).
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3.4 Pilot signal frequencies

To design filters for the processing of the pilot signal, knowledge of the

instantaneous frequency of the pilot signal is needed. For the PLL design,

discussed in chapter 5, knowledge about the time derivate of the pilot

frequency is needed. This chapter combines the scan speed information, derived

in chapter 2 with knowledge about the phosphor stripe pitch.

The phosphor stripe pitch is the number of phosphor stripes per meter length:

pitch - 1 / ~, ~ is the distance between two phosphor stripe centers.

The spot scans with a speed Vx across the stripes, and the instantaneous pilot

signal frequency can be derived:

Using an S-correction capacitor optimised for scan speed linearity and a pitch

of 3.33 mm, the resulting instantaneous pilot frequency is shown in fig 3.4.1.

Pilot freq::f(t,y). 66FSt45AXtCs:: 0.2'J~; pitc:h=3.5 ""; y::0:0.2 II.
1lDnday: 03-10-1988. Ti..: 08:19:42.

• 4.00

"
i
v

G•L
Ii.

"I
I

/

• 2.00

• 1.50

.1.00

• 0.50

-30.00-25.00-20.00-15.00-10.00 -5.00 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00

-) t (uS).

Fig 3.4.1. Instantaneous pilot frequency as function of time. (y-O, y-O.2 m).
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3.5 Pulse waveforms.

The effects of an imperfect spot and phosphor decay time to the time

response of the pilot signal will be investigated. A long UV phosphor decay

time can decrease the SIN ratio. A frequency response correction for long decay

times will be shown effective. This frequency response correction is also a

good correction in the time domain. The imperfect spot size will cause more

problems. The SIN ratio will decrease. A correction in frequency response for

stationary sine waves is possible. But a correction in the time domain is not

possible.

In this chapter a constant beam current is supposed. The scan speed Vx is

supposed to have a constant value of 1 cm/~S (for a 66 cm screen).

In this case the pilot signal time response is a direct image of the phosphor

presence function. Scanning the picture (with an infinite small spot) converts

any function of position to the same function of time. The relation between

time and position is:

Using the phosphor presence function of chapter 1:

Presence(x) - 6( x - n.~ ), with ~ the pitch distance and n integer.

The pilot signal time function will be:

Presence(t) - A • 6( vx·t - n.~ ), where A number of photons. (3.1)

A phosphor is a material of which the molecules get excited to a higher energy

state when hit by an electron from the electron beam. Falling back to the lower

state, the molecules emit photons. The time during which the high energy state

remains is not constant and has an exponential distribution. So if a number of

molecules is excited at the same moment t-O, then the light flux as function of

time will be:

~(t) - ~O • exp(-t/Tp) , where ~O a magnitude factor and Tp the phosphor time

constant.

In practice more then one timeconstant can be found, but in most cases, one

time constant is dominant over the others. [14].
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In the frequency domain the decay time of the phosphor can be modelled as:

1
~(w) - ~e(w) - , where ~e(w) the electron excitation and

1 + j-W-T W is the angular frequency.

So effects of phosphor decay-time can be removed by an electrical network:

After-glow correction. The transfer function of such a network is:

Hafterg10w(w) - 1 + j-W-T, which is realizable in an electrical network.

OPA....

Fig 3.5.1. Afterglow correction circuit.

The frequency response correction is perfect, and also the time response error

due to a decay time in phosphor can be compensated. High frequencies in the

pilot signal will be reduced. The high frequency noise components of the

trans impedance amplifier however are not reduced. The SIN reduction factor is:

With T-70 nsec and f p-3 MHz, L-1.65 or 4.3 dB.

f p-6 Mhz, L-2.82 or 9.0 dB.

Bandwidth limitations in the photodiode trans impedance amplifier can be

compensated in the same way as the afterglow correction. Both distortions are

linear.

The electron beam spot is not infinite small. Electrons have a repulsive force

to other electrons. So an electron beam is divergent. A large beam current

causes a large spot size. Let the spot have a center point at (x,y) (0,0).

Then the electron density can be modelled to be squared cosine with a radius r:

~e(x,y) o J(X2+y2) > r.

11' J(x2+y2)
~e(x,y) - cos 2(--- ) , J(x2+y2) <- r.

2 r
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Since the phosphor stripe presence function is independent of y, the

distribution as function of only x is sufficient. Integrating over y yields the

desired result. The problem can be solved by numerical integration. Comparison

of the result with a squared cosine function in one dimension shows only small

difference. The electron density in one dimension becomes for a center position

~e

~e

cos2(~/2 0 (x-xO)/ds ) for x-xO<ds ' ds - half spot width.

0, x-xO>ds ' (3.2)

Presence(-x') 0 cos2(~/2 (x'-x)/ds ) dx'

The UV photon flux as a function of beam x position becomes

(3.2) and the phosphor presence function. The result can be

response by the relation x vxot.

_
J

X+d
~(x)

x-d

With as presence function a sum of 6 pulses ~(x) becomes:

the convolution of

converted to a time

n-nr
~(x) - ~ cos2(~/2 (x+no~)/ds)' n for every phosphor stripe. Summation only

n--nl carried out if abs(x+no~)<ds

n-nr
~(t) - ~ cos2(~/2 (vxot+no~)/ds)' n for every phosphor stripe and summation

n--nl only carried out if abs(vxot+no~)<ds'

(3.3).

An evaluation is done for ~ - 0.35 cm and for several ds values. The electron

beam current remains equal and therefore the product ~spotpeako~ is constant.

Fig 3.5.2. presents the photon flux as function of time for ds is 0.1, 1 and 2

mm.
Photllll flux as flR:tillll of tiM; ds=O.l, 1 and 2 ....
1lundIy: 03-10-1981. TiM: 09:3':14.

• 1.10

"I
I

Fig 3.5.2. ~(t) for

several ds values.

S function for

phosphor presence.

-0.60 -0.50 -0.40 -0.30 -0.20 -0.10 -0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60
-) TiM (uS).
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For a square wave phosphor presence function, the same calculation has been

done (Appendix 2). The results are presented in Fig 3.5.3.

Photon flllX as ftn:tian of ti... 50X presence. ds=0.1; Z; 3; 4 ....
~: 05-10-1988. Ti..: 15:13:U.

x
~

0.'0..
II.

" . 0.80
I
I

• 0.20

0.10
J~~.I

-0.50 -0.40 -0.30 -0.20 -0.10 -0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50
--) Ti.. (uS).

Fig 3.5.3. ~(t) for a square wave phosphor presence. (50% duty cycle).

The derived formula's are complex. From the graphical results, some conclusions

can be taken. For the case of a larger spot width than the pitch distance, a

magnitude reduction occurs. A dc component in the flux is added to the ac

components. The flux no longer becomes O. The magnitude reduction will be a

function of beam current, since the spot size is a function of beam current. It

is even possible that the magnitude becomes zero or negative. In the last case

a phase error of 180 degrees occurs.

Magnitude reductions decrease the SIN ratio. No inverse function or correction

circuit is available to remove the effects of the convolution.

In the graphical results no shift in the maxima and minima is found. Spot size

errors smaller than the pitch distance do not introduce phase shifts. Reason

for this is the sYmmetrical electron density function and the sYmmetrical

phosphor presence function.
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3.6 Beam current modulation.

This chapter will show one of the shortcomings of the SGC principle. It

will be shown that beam current modulation can cause phase shift in the pilot

signal. Phase shift in the zero crossings of the pilot signal results in a

phase shift in the readclock. Data is displayed on the screen at wrong times

and at wrong positions. An upper limit to the position errors will be derived.

A constant scan speed V x and a regular phosphor stripe presence function is

assumed in this chapter.

The instantaneous magnitude of the pilot signals is:

~p(t) - ~Plwhite picture(t) • Ibeam(t) / Ibeam,O

where Ibeam 0 a constant which for this chapter can be 1.
I

(3.5)

First a theoretical case without any phase error will be presented: CASE 1. Let

the phosphor presence pattern be the 6 functions of chapter 1. Let also be the

spot width zero. Furthermore let the beam current always be greater than zero.

Due to the 6 function nature, only photons can be emitted at the correct time.

No phase error can occur for any beam current modulation.

Now for CASE 2 the spot is imperfect. The spot radius ds is chosen> 0.5 times

the phosphor stripe pitch distance ~. It can be seen that the worst case beam

current modulation is displayed in fig 3.5.1.

PIIlSPIIIl P1ESEJU AS Flll:TIIII IF )( POSITIIII.

~,-- -,L
IIEM CIIlIEIIT AS Flll:TIIII IF POSITIIII POIlITED TO (:Ux. t>.

Fig 3.6.1. Worst case

beam current modula

tion for 6 phosphor

stripe presence and

imperfect spot size.

ElECTIOI IIEM IlITEIlS lTV AS FIII:T IIII IF POS ITI III.

PRJTIII R.1JK AS Flll:TI III IF TI IE.
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The.phase error in the pilot signal is 180 degrees for CASE 2.

CASE 3 uses a 50% duty cycle phosphor presence function. The beam current

modulation is free, but a periodic function with fundamental frequency wb'

The ~p,white_picture function with a constant scan speed and a 50% duty cycle

square wave phosphor presence function is the equivalent function converted to

time. The Fourier analysis for such a function yields:

~p,white(t) - 1 + 4/~ 0 ~ ( cos(nowpot) / n
~l

Let wb and wp be the same and w, then the fundamental frequency of the pilot

signal is:

where abOocos(wot) the wanted component and ~Oocos(wot~) the unwanted. ~O

can be much larger than abO, so the phase error depends solely from the maximum

value of ~. ~ is always in the range from -~ to ~, due to Fourier analysis

definition.

A certain phase error in the pilot signal will cause a position error in the

picture. The phase error is related to the position error in the following way:

A high pilot frequency will ca~se a small position error.

Due to imperfect spot size, the position errors can not be guarantied lower

than the half spot width (The spot can illuminate positions, to where it

doesn't point).
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3.7 SGC CRT design.

The SGC clock system has certain demands to the spot size and the phosphor

stripe pattern.

The phosphor presence function can have values of 0 or 1. Using a regular

structure, the phosphor presence function has two main variables: pitch

dfstance and duty cycle of the square wave.

To obtain maximum magnitude of the fundamental frequency of the pilot signal,

the duty cycle has to be 50%.

To obtain no phase shift (CASE 1 chapter 3.6) the phosphor stripes must be

small and the distance ~ must be larger than the spot dimensions. A low pilot

frequency must be chosen. Due to imperfect spot size, the position errors can

not be guarantied lower than the half spot width.

A high pilot frequency (above the maximum signal frequency in the beam current)

reduces the position error as function of beam current modulation.

Of course the phosphor presence function has to be related to true x positions.

Since the screen surface of the CRT is not flat, these positions are not

exactly equidistant on the screens surface.

In chapter 3.5 it was shown that the pilot signal phase can invert for spot

sizes larger than the pitch distance. This is not allowed. For normal operation

at a certain pilot frequency, the spot size must remain below:

For a spot size (2 o ds ) of 3 mm, the pitch distance has to be above 1.5 mm. The

pilot frequency must remain below or equal to 6 MHz for normal operation.

The spot size introduces a certain position inaccuracy. The spot can point to

unwanted positions. For a high position accuracy, a spot with a small x width

is required. The y dimensions are not limited by the SGC system. As in index

tubes, the spot should preferably have a high y/x value. (oval spot).
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Pilot signal pre-processing.

The pilot signal at the photodiode's transimpedance amplifier output needs

some processing to obtain a stable clock signal for digital circuits. The

chapters 4 and 5 describe signal conditioning methods.

4.1 Signal conditions.

The results of chapter 3 are summarized in this chapter: magnitude,

spectrum, noise and the time response of the pilot signal. Especially the

dynamic changes of the pilot signal will get more attention.

Magnitude:

Magnitude of the pilot signal is modulated with the total beam

current. A maximum peak current is 10 mA and the minimum total beam current is

several ~. The beam current can switch from minimum to maximum in a 100 nsec.

Beam current modulation can occur with frequencies up to 5 MHz in a standard

TV. As a consequence of this, the pilot signal's envelope can change 80 dB in

100 nsec time.

Spectrum:

A scan speed variation of 30 to 50 % can be tolerated. The minimum and maximum

pilot frequencies can be read from Fig 3.4.1. It can be shown that:

f min = f max / 1.5.

All frequencies between f min and f max can occur. In the test set-up an average

pilot frequency of 3 MHz was chosen. For the case of fmin - 2.4 MHz, f max will

be 3.6 MHz. The time derivate of the pilot frequency becomes important in

chapter 5 and can be found in that chapter.

Noise.

Nonlinear processing can create additional noise. The very sensitive

trans impedance preamplifier is also sensitive for EM fields from the line

deflection and other sources.

Time response:

The time response of the pilot signal pulses is bandwidth limited. A frequency

response correction circuit is already discussed in chapter 3. Due to finite

small spot sizes, some "smearing" in the signal occurs. This smearing is a non

linear distortion.
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4.2 Nonlinear processing.

To obtain a stable clock pulse, the pilot signal magnitude variations have

to be removed. Two methods will be presented. A feed-forward method and a

limiter method.

The first method is complex. The feed forward method is a fundamental

improvement. Some effects of beam current modulation to the pilot signal phase

can be reduced. Accurate feed forward control will be shown to very complex and

not very accurate.

The second method, limiting, is very effective. The electronic circuit is

simple. A disadvantage is loss of information. Furthermore the SIN ratio

decreases slightly.

4.2.1. The feed forward method.

The pilot feedback information is multiplied with the electron beam

current. If fast information on the beam current would be available, then it

would be possible to divide the pilot signal by the beam current magnitude

information. The dividers output could be constant. Many problems of the beam

current modulation could be reduced. Fig 4.2.1 gives a block diagram of the

principle:

PHOTO
%~ • ("••k)

~A B ("..••
DIODE

!b

BEAM
CUR- %~ DELAYRENT
MEAS.

k)

Fig 4.2.1. Block diagram of beam current modulation correction.
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The dividing principle has some complications:

- A fast and accurate divider is an inconvenient device. In practice

a divider could be an inverse function generator, using a multiplier

as function. The inverse function generator is a feedback control system

with a non constant loop gain. It is difficult to keep such a system stable.

A large time constant is needed and the bandwidth will be small. A fast

divider with a limited dynamic range will be proposed in the following part

of this chapter.

Beam current measurement is bandwidth limited (a 100 Volt cathode drive

voltage over a 7 pF load capacitance causes capacitive currents up to 10 rnA

dependent on the rise and fall time).

Drive voltage of the CRT's cathodes causes a gamma distorted current.

I - c • (Vdrive)2.8 . To obtain current information from drive voltages, a

gamma distortion function for three drive voltages is needed. A fast beam

current measuring system seems to be a better choice. Such a circuit is

proposed by Boudewijns, Kuipers and Poot in [8].

- Bandwidth limitations can cause some delay in the pilot signal. A solution

could be delaying the beam current information too. A high bandwidth in the

pilot signal preamplifier and a fast response UV phosphor would be desirable.

A feed forward magnitude control has not been built and tested. The earlier

mentioned proposal for retrieving beam current information seems to be

adequate. The inverse function generator divider circuit is not suitable. An

alternative could be using a multiplier for the pilot signal driven by a

l/(beamcurrent) circuit.

A fast l/x function generator is not accurate. But any reduction up to the 80

dB dynamic range is useful and an improvement to the system. The fast

operating l/x function can be realized using non-linear functions. A non

linear circuit proposal is given in fig 4.2.2.

Fig 4.2.3. Illustrates the operation. The x input signal is non linear pre

distorted. The PNP transistors operates as diodes connected to a certain

reference voltage. The higher the voltage at the transistors emitters, the more

diodes are conducting. The non-linear function can be approximated by 5 1ine

segments in fig 4.2.2. At x-O, no diodes are conducting. At x-1, all diodes are

conducting.



Fig 4.2.2. A fast l/x function generator proposal.

non- linea ir funct ion
Tuesda!I: 04-10-1988. Tit.: 11:51:37.
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Fig 4.2.3. Operation of the fast l/x function generator.

The expected improvement in pilot signal magnitude range could be a 20 dB. If

the beam current measurement is really fast (BW> 3 MHz), a relevant

improvement in visibility of beam current modulation effects can be expected.



4.2.2. The limiter
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A limiter with sufficient bandwidth and gain can convert the pilot signal

to a square wave signal. A limiter circuit detects zero crossings. Any signal

different from the wanted signal causes phase modulation in the output. For

this reason, the limiter must be preceded by a bandpassfilter. Limiters have

non-linear transfer characteristics. Due to this property limiters cause

information loss. SIN ratio decreases slightly for noisy input signals. A

simple limiter is high speed CMOS inverting gate (HC86 for instance). Fig

4.2.4. gives a circuit diagram.

!INPuT >--Hr----~~
~~§UTPUT

Fig 4.2.4. Limiter circuit.
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4.3 Bandpass-filters.

The pilot signals spectrum is a bandpass spectrum. The noise

contributions, especially from the transimpedance amplifier, are wideband. A

bandpass filter can improve the SIN ratio of the pilot signal.

A second reason for using a bandpassfilter is removing the signal DC and low

frequency components. Due to the large spot width, the pilot signal's

instantaneous signal magnitude does not become zero between two phosphor lines.

Unwanted low frequency components are the result.

Due to beam current modulation, non-linearities and spurious, other unwanted

spectral components can be found in the pilot signal.

Any unwanted spectral component causes phase modulation in a limiter. A

bandpass filter can remove the outband unwanted spectral components.

Two classes of bandpass-filters will be examined. First a simple RLC tuned

circuit will be examined. This is a not-linear phase filter with an infinite

impulse response. Disadvantage of this filter-type is its slow damping of

energy in the resonance circuit. Secondly a FIR transversal filter will be

examined. The design of this FIR filter is much more complicated than the RLC

resonance circuit. The Noise-bandwidth and impulse response of this filter type

will be shown to be better than the non-linear phase RLC filter.

RIC resonance circuit.

vout

Fig. 4.3.1 gives the circuit diagram of this bandpassfilter. Despite its

simplicity, this filter gives a usable performance. It can remove the DC

component in the pilot signal from the photodiode adequately.

;;:;---r Z2 1 ·'=%1. ..L Yout

I
= HC.. > =--

C L Y1.n
C/A.

Fig. 4.3.1. RLC Bandpass-filter.



From the circuit diagram, the transfer function H(s) can be derived. First

define:

Zl - Rand Z2 - L II C

1 1
--- ---- + s C

Z2 s L

H(s) - Z2 I ( Zl + Z2 ) - 1 I ( 1 + Zl I Z2 )
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H(s)
1

1 + R ( s C + 1 I (s L) }

s I (RC)

1/(LC) - 1/(RC)2 + (s + 1/(2RC)}2

Define Wo - 1/(LC)-1/(2RC)2 and a - 1/(2RC) then:

s 2 a H(s) (s+a) - (a/wo) Wo
H(s) - ------ -> --- ----------

2 a

Now the inverse Laplace transform yields:

h(t) 2 a exp(-a t) (cos(wO t) - (a/w) sin(wO t)}

- A exp(-t/r) sin(wO t +~) , A - 2 a sqrt(1+(a/w)2) , ~arctan(wo/a) and

r - 1/a - 2RC - 1 I (~ B3dB) - Wo RC.

Now the damping of the resonance can be studied. Its envelope is:

AO exp(-t/r).

AO is the magnitude of the sine at t-tO+' Now in a time t-r the magnitude will

be a factor e- 1 lower. Fig 4.3.2 gives the envelope of the impulse response as

a function of time for several bandwidth's. f O - 3 MHz.

Enuel_ of Il.C iltllUlse response ([II>. 8=111lz. 211lz and JIIlz.
TIM!Sday: 04-10-1988. TiM: 14:25:45.

'" o. OO~~::::q;;-C2lii----o.'40D.5ii----o.~o.;oll."~Q.';(jl:':xJ1J• O.~ 1.10,
.. -10.00,
~ -20.00..,
~ -30.00
III

7-40.00
I

-50.00

-'0.00

-70.00

-80.00

-90.00

-) Ti.. (US)

Fig 4.3.2. Envelope of the RLC bandpass impulse response.
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Converting the envelope to dB yields a convenient form:

20 log ( AO exp (-tiT) ) - 20 * [ log(AO) + ln { exp (-tiT) } I In(lO) ]

Envelope(t) - 20 log(AO) - 20 * t I ( T * In(lO) )

For AO - 1 the envelope becomes:

Envelope(t) - - t * 8.69 I T - -t * 8.69 * ~ * B3dB - - 27.3 • t • B3dB [dB]

The next example shows the effect of this impulse response. Let the pilot

signals magnitude decrease 40 dB in a very short time (step function). Due to

the own resonance of the RLC circuit, it takes a time t - 40/(27.3.B3dB)

before the first new pulse can be detected. For a B3dB - 1 MHz, this time is

1.5 ~S. At an average pilot frequency of 3 MHz, this means 5 not detectable

pulses!

FIR bandpass filters.

Using a FIR filter gives a finite impulse response. 'Smearing of

information' is reduced to the time interval of the sum of all delays of the

FIR filter.

vt.... ZJ. r+-r+- ZJ. .......... ZJ. I+- ...•.._.__._~ ZJ. ........ ZJ. f+-

"ion I'- Z"C-n 'lion_....__._..
co C1.:. C2 C3 +cn-a C:n-J. C:n

~t:

. _._....-

Fig 4.3.3. General construction of a FIR filter.

Magnitudes of input signals of the filter have large differences. A high

dynamic input range is needed. (> 60 dB signal changes in one line-time). For

this reason AID convertors should have a very high accuracy. More than 10 bits

accuracy at a sampling speed of 10 MHz is not a realistic AID converter at

today's 'state of the art'. The conclusion is that the FIR filter has to be an

analog one and not a digital one.

An analog FIR filter is also known as 'tapped-delay-line filter'. In this
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chapter a filter with a total delay of 660 ns will be presented. For such a

long delay time, the delay line's performance in practice is far from ideal.

Both magnitude and phase response are non-ideal. Non-ideal phase response will

cause a shift in frequency response for the calculated overall response of the

filter. A not unity magnitude response of the delay line will degrade the

filters performance also.

To minimize the effects of non-ideal delay lines, the filter can be split in

second order sections. For this purpose, a complex zero calculation program was

used. The listing of this program is in Appendix 3.

A special class of bandpass filters are the symmetric types. Theoretical FIR

filters have a periodic frequency response with a period f c ' Choosing a

symmetric frequency response around fc/4, yields a FIR filter with each second

weighting factor Ci - O. The period of the frequency response can be found from

the period in the phase response of one delay element r. This phase is

-2·~·f·r. The phase changes just 2·~ radians for a frequency change from 0 to

1/r - f c ' For an analog delay line filter with the symmetry point at 3 MHz, f c
is 12 MHz and r:

rde1ay-e1ement - 1 I f c - 1 I 12E6 - 83 nsec.

or z-l - exp(-j w r) with r - 83 nsec.

Under this condition, any 4th order section:

H(z) - (1 + bz· 1 + z-2) ( 1 - bz- 1 + z-2) - 1 + (2-b 2 ) z-2 + z-4

has a symmetric bandpass curve around 3 MHz. (The design program described in

the following part of this chapter generates these types of response). Such a

section has a simple realization and only one coefficient to adjust!

Realization uses two de1ay1ines of 2r - 167 nSec. (2r <--> z·2). So one

bandpass section has a total delay of 330 nSec. This is a standard luminance

delay line of a PAL colour TV.

This fourth order FIR section has been built and tested. The circuit diagram is

in Fig 4.3.4. The output of the filter is composed of three parts:

- The 50% attenuated input signal. (Adjust for delay line loss).

- The inverted and 166 nSec delayed input signal with a weighting factor .

. the 50 % attenuated 330 nSec delayed input signal.

The performance was found to be sufficient. For frequencies above 6 MHz the
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phase-shift of the delay-line dropped a little, causing a distortion in the

higher (>6 MHz) frequency response. The 'Notch' shift for high frequencies was

found upward. (This is natural. Every causal group-delay response of a passive

network will be 0 for very high frequencies).

HII-.......--IJ-----..-.......""'T""--C::J-o+12

110M ~II-""'--IC.

1

3

Fig 4.3.4. Circuit diagram of a fourth order symmetrical bandpass section.

The bandpassfi1ter is designed by a computer program (appendix 4). The program

performs Fourier analysis of a given periodic frequency response. With r-83

nsec, the frequency response is periodic with f c - 12 MHz. The filter Fig 4.3.3

has a frequency response: ( n - even, even impu1seresponse )

n/2
H(jw) - Co + ~ Ci (exp(-j w i r)+exp(-j w (n-i) r) }

i-1
n/2

exp(-j w n/2 r) ( Co + ~ Ci cos(i w r) }
i-1

The exp(-j w r n/2) term is an ordinary delay. The frequency response is a sum

of cosines and its harmonics. The coefficients Ci can be found by Fourier

analysis of the periodic frequency response.

With sharp transients between stop and passbands, the performance of the

program is very low. (Many harmonics are needed). Using cosine transients

between stop and passbands, the programs performance increases much.
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Fig 4.3.5 gives a useful frequency specification of the bandpassfi1ter.

r1. ••••••••_ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••- •.~.~~
HCJ..

o li....._._...._._...._....

o

Fig 4.3.5. Frequency response of BPF to design with computer program.

The program design_fir_bandpassfi1ter asks for the frequencies f1 .. f4. Then the

first 15 harmonics of the frequency response are calculated. These values are

converted to a FIR filter with n - 30. Result is a filter with a frequency

response of Fig 4.3.6:

FIR fi Iter r_: blJUO.
T~: 04-11)-1988. Ti..: 13:25:29.

" 10.00

I
v

5.40 6.004.103.00
O.OOt-::---+---+----+-->-::::=_-+--""""":-+----+---+--+--_

: O. 0.60 1..20 7,80'.

J: -10.00

"I
I -20.00 ./

-30.00

-40.00

-50.00

Fig 4.3.6. Frequency response of FIR filter with n-30.

Using only the first 4 harmonics yields a filter with n-8 and the frequency

response of fig 4.3.7:
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FIR fitter re5POIlSl!: bpfl1.
Tuesday: 04-10-1988. Ti..: 13:27:26.

.. 10.00
II
11.,

4.20 4.80 5.40 '.00

I

0.60 1.20 1. 80
O.OOt------+-----t-::=--+-"""<:;::+--->----+--+-----+i O.

•E -10.00
A
I
I

-20.00

-60.00

--) Fnq (lib:)

Fig 4.3.7. FIR Bandpassfi1ter n-8.

Truncating the impu1seresponse symmetrical to a length of 9 (-8+1) only reduces

the stop band rejection to a 35 dB. For the noise bandwidth of the filter,

this is not a large difference. The transfer function is:

H(z) - 0.0886 - 0.248 z-2 + 0.333 z-4 -0.248 z-6 + 0.0886 z-8

This filter has been realized using 2 fourth order sections. The measured

frequency and group-delay response is in Fig 4.3.8.

MARKER 3 325 OOO.OOOHz
MAG (S21) -24. 854d8
MARKER 3 325 OOO.OOOHz
DELAY (UDF) 317.96nSEC

REF LEVEL
-18.000d8
317.50nSEC

IDIV
10.000d8
25.000nSEC

L.-e-
./

V ~
I

/ /""

/ V
\ /

~l \ -/ r--/
~ ~!~ij~~ J

1" ~~

.IJJ
START O.OOOHZ
AMPTD 15.0d8m

STOP 10 000 OOO.OOOHz

Fig 4.3.8. Measured FIR BPF response. n-8.
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Measured time response to a real pilot signal.

The differences between RLC and transversal filter have been measured in

the complete SGC test set-up. The video input signal is a 250 KHz black-white

bar. The dynamic changes from large to small beamcurrents (and vice versa) have

been studied. The pilot signal magnitude jumps are 20 dB. Fig 4.3.9 is a part

of the input pilot signal before the bandpassfilters. It is measured with a

digital oscilloscope Tektronix 2430. A 'single shot' of information can be

recorded in this way. (A standard analog oscilloscope can not produce single

shot pictures). Fig 4.3.10 is the response of the RLC bandpassfilter to this

pilot signal. Fig 4.3.11 is the response of the transversal filter. The

transversal filter output is much more symmetric around the 0 level and will

cause lower phase errors in the limiter.
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Fig 4.3.9. Input signal. (Top). Fig 4.3.10. RLC bandpass time response. (Mid).

Fig 4.3.11. Fir transversal filter output. (Bottom).
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The Pll..

A PLL circuit is the main processing in the sec system. Clock recovery

with a PLL circuit has several advantages over passive bandpass-filters:

A good noise bandwidth. The PLL is a kind of tracking-bandpassfilter. Passive

bandpassfilters need a bandwith of approximately 0.3 times the average fre

quency of the pilot signal. A tracking filter tunes the centerfrequency of

the filter to the instantaneous pilot frequency. The noise bandwidth of such

a system can be small. The tracking properties to a changing instantaneous

pilot frequency will limit the minimum noise bandwidth.

- A small static phase error for frequencies different from the center

frequency.

- Possibilities for phase reset of the output phase at left edge of the screen.

- The PLL circuit can be used as frequency multiplier. In the test set up a

multiplication factor of 4 is used. (3 --> 12 MHz).

Almost all aspects of PLL design can be found in literature. This report uses

formula's and notation from v.d. Boorn and Faatz [3]. Fig 5.0.1. gives a block

diagram of a PLL circuit.

FC.)i...._..._._..-_._...._._._...._._....._..:

r····_·__·_·__··_···_···_·_·_·_--H·A·s·E·····1 PLLOL
Opi ET. i

t--+-......-_~ ILTE R ,................~01 (s
v.

vco
1<0/.

Fig 5.0.1. Block diagram of PLL.

Some definitions are:

PLL input / reference instantaneous voltage.

Vi sin(wi· t + 8i(t) )

Phase detector output voltage. (baseband component).

VCO control voltage.

VCO output voltage.

Vo cos(wo·t + 8o (t) )
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Kd Phase detector gain in V/rad.

vd - Kd 8e - Kd (80 - 8i) (In lock)

Ko - VCO gain in radjV.

Wo - Wc + Ko vf' where Wc the frequency at v~O.

In the Laplace domain:

F(s) - PLL loop filter transfer function.

Transfer function of VCo:

Ko
80 (s) - --- vf(s)

s

If the PLL is in lock then 8e is the phase error between input and output.

The PLL transfer function H(s) is defined as:

H(s) - ----- - (5.1)

The phase error response is:

- 1 - - 1 - H(s) (5.2)

H(s) will be a 2nd order function in this chapter. The characteristic function

(poles) can be expressed as:

s2 + 2os owno!+ wn2 , where ~the damping factor and wn the natural frequency.

A loop filter with a pole and a zero is required to have free choice for both

wn and r. Two different 100pfi1ters are in Fig 5.0.2.

Fig 5.0.2. Passive (L) and active (R) 100pfi1ters with 1 pole and 1 zero.

For 'high gain' PLL loops, both types of 100pfi1ter can have an equal

performance. The DC gain F(O) of the active loop filter is very high, but with

practical opamps at least one extra pole is added to the PLL open loop transfer

function. For PLL circuits with high comparator frequencies and large



bandwidths, active 100pfi1ters can cause instability. (Due to the 100pfi1ters

zero, the 2*fo frequencies, must be transferred undistorded by the opamp. In

this case 6 MHz, which is not possible with most practical opamps). For this

reason a passive 100pfi1ter has been chosen in the test set-up.

The 100pfi1ters transfer function is:

1 + s 1"2
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F(s) - ------

H(s). - -------------------

and
Ko ·Kd·(l + s·1"2)/(1"1+1"2)

s2 + s (1 + Ko ·Kd·1"2)/(1"1+1"2) + Ko.Kd/(1"1+1"2)

Now wn and \ are:

wn - sqrt( Ko .Kd )/(1"1+1"2) )

~ - ( a + wn ·1"2 )/2. where a - wn/(Ko.Kd).

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5.5.6)

The PLL will be designed in the following steps:

1 A damping factor of 0.70 is a good compromise between overshoots and fast

response.

2 The tracking requirements (changing input freq.) cause a minimum required

wn · Chapter 5.l.

3 Chapter 5.2 examines the phase (position) jitter due to noise.

4 Chapter 5.3 concerns the choice of the phase detector.

5 Chapter 5.4 adds features to the PLL for fast locking to the pilot signal

at the left edge of the picture.

5.1 Tracking properties.

In chapter 3.4 the pilot frequency as function of time has been derived.

The fastest change is for y-O at the left part of the line. In a 5 ~S time the

frequency changes 0.5 MHz at an average frequency of 3 MHz. This change is

modelled as a phase acceleration (-linear frequency change with time):

d(wi) 1
-----•
d(t) s3

The output phase error can be calculated as: ([3], page 66)
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S2 + s20wnoa
~e(s) 0 s - ~i(s), a is dependent on the loop filter.

s2 + 20 SOwnos + wn 2

~e(t) can be found using inverse Laplace transform. The formula and evaluation

are in appendix 6. Fig 5.1.1. presents a typical phase error time response.

PI.L re5IIlIIl5l! tof~ r_. llI'l = 6.311:+05. d(u>/d<t> = 6.28E+ll
Fri": 07-10-1988. Ti..: 13:27:1Ili.

r: ! .

:/'
"

100.00

•• '0.00~•I,
80.00

"
~

70.000
~

~

I 60.00

I• 50.00•l.
L

40.00

"I
I 30.00

20.00

10.00

0.00
0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00

--) Ti.. (uS)

(5.7)

Fig 5.1.1. Time response of phase error during frequency tracking.

The phase detector has a limited linear input range. For an exclusive-or phase

detector, the phase-error must remain below 90 degrees. If at a certain moments

during tracking the phase error exceeds this 90 degrees, than the PLL falls out

of lock. With a given ~va1ue the only parameter to change in the PLL is the

natural frequency wn . wn must be large enough to keep the phase error below 90

degrees for any input phase changing. An approximation for this condition is

( [3], page 66]:

~e(t)max - ( d(wi)/d(t) } / wn2 < ~/2

And the required natural frequency is:

wn >- sqrt{ (d(wi)/d(t» 0 2 / ~ }

- sqrt( 0.630101202/~ ) - 6.30105 rad/s.

A different phase detector with a larger linear input range could have a lower

natural frequency ( z noise bandwidth ).



5.2 Phase jitter due to input noise.

Having a damping factor of 0.707 the noise bandwidth can be found ( [3],

page 72 ):

Bn [in KHz] - 0.265 • wn - 0.265 • 6.3.105 - 170 KHz.

It will be clear that the PLL's noise bandwidth is much lower than the noise

bandwidth of the bandpass filters of chapter 4. These band pass filters needed

a 1 MHz noise bandwidth ( ~ signal 3 dB bandwidth ).

The RMS value of the output phase jitter is defined:

~o,rms - sqrt( ~o(t)2 }

In [3], page 108 it is derived that:
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~o,rms - sqrt( }, where Bi - the input signal noise bandwidth,

1 Bn 0.17
- sqrt( ~ sqrt ( (5.8)

(S/N)i is the input signal to noise ratio at the phase detectors input. Phase

and position are linear related. 2~ radians equals the phosphor pitch

distance. Allowing an arbitrary position RMS jitter of 0.1 mm, ~o,rms becomes:

~o,rms - 2 • ~ • 0.1 / 3.5 ~ 0.2 rad.

and the SIN input ratio must remain above:

(S/N)i > 0.17 / 0.2 2 - 4.2 - 12 dB.

The AV29 photodiode had a 66 dB SIN ratio at 1 rnA beam current. The 12 dB SIN

ratio condition can be met for a minimum required beam current of:

Ib min - 10(-54/20) rnA - 2 ~A.,

5.3 Choice of phase detector type.

There are the following requirements for the phase detector:

a) Constant conversion gain Kd for any input signal magnitude.

b) Must be able to operate under noisy conditions.

c) Must have a large linear input range for a small noise bandwidth.
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d) Must be able to operate at high comparator frequencies. (3 MHz).

Requirement a) excludes a linear multiplier phase detector.

Requirement b) can not be fulfilled by a sequential type phase detector (SR

Flip-flop etc.). In the test set-up an exclusive-or phase detector using a HC86

CMOS IC is used. The exclusive-or phase detector is equivalent to a linear

multiplier preceded by a limiter.

Ad c) requests for an extended linear input range. A TANLOCK [15] phase

detector has such an extended input range. The phase detector utilizes a

divider and two linear multipliers. Due to the divider, the TANLOCK phase

detector does not meet requirement d).

Other input range extensions like 'phase error feedback' were not examined.

5.4 Start/stop. hold circuits and white bar.

During the line flyback, the PLL's phase detector becomes no information

from the pilot signal. At the left edge of each line, the PLL circuit must lock

again to the pilot signal. This chapter describes three fast-lock aids for the

PLL circuit. Fig 5.4.1. gives a block diagram of the extended PLL.

J.2 ptHz 3 "Hz

EXOR ",- veo :4 -- I)
~

p"~ljlj; .... II .... OR I PWA!3: 1K::l;IIrT I

I
w~o

HOLD~LEFT
+- EDGE & f--+-

DETECT WHBAI: f10lWYTIIr _A .........--.-

Fig 5.4.1. Block diagram of extended PLL.

The scan generated clock system needs information about the left edge of the

picture: detection of the left-most phosphor stripe. In the test set-up, the

stripe pattern has a complete regular structure during one line: a SOX presence

/ no presence pattern. A detected start pulse will have a certain phase
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relation to the 3 MHz fundamental sine wave in the pilot signal.

During the line blanking (flyback) the PLL system has no relevant information

at its input. The true phase relation to the phosphor stripes is not available.

To obtain an as fast as possible lock of the PLL it is useful to preset the

phase of the VCO to a value as accurate as possible. The left edge detect pulse

resets the VCO to a certain (adjusted) phase. A Sony index tube receiver used

such a system [9]. Sony claimed an almost immediate lock.

Some more information is available for the PLL lock fast at the left edge of

the picture. The scan speed of the electron beam is almost symmetric related to

the middle of the screen. So the pilot frequency at the left edge of the screen

will be approximately the same as the pilot frequency at the right edge of the

previous line. This information can be used by simply holding the PLL

loopfilter state during the horizontal flyback.

The scan generated clock system uses some 'overscan'. The scan width is

slightly more than needed to scan the visible part of the screen. At the end of

the line flyback, the electron beam is left, outside the visible part of the

screen. At this time no picture contents have to be displayed. The beam current

would be zero. To obtain a good SIN ratio for the left edge detection circuit,

some beam current is required. For this purpose the beam current will be set

maximum (or rather high) during the time between end-of-line-flyback and

detection of the left-most phosphor stripe. During this time the electron beam

is out of the visible part of the screen. This run-in pulse will be called

'WHITE BAR' .

With the aid of these three circuits, the PLL can lock very fast. Only two

phosphor stripes have to be passed to obtain lock of the PLL.
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The overall system.

This chapter has two functions. A more global system description is given.

Furthermore this chapter is a documentation of the modifications and additions

to the SGC test set-up.

A large part of the system was already available. Especially the PAL decoder,

the ADC's and DAC's with their pre and post filters have not been changed. The

lines memories were build using fast RAM's with counters. Three dual line

memories are used. One memory for respectively: Y,U,V signals.

Each dual line memory is controlled by:

- a write start pulse. This pulse resets the RAM write address counter to 0.

- a write clock. Each active edge of this pulse increments the RAM write

address by I.

- a read start pUlse. This pulse resets the RAM read address counter to 0.

- a read clock. Each active edge increments the RAM read address.

- The standard RAM dual line memories need a half line frequency pulse H/2

to switch each RAM between reading and writing during one complete line.

Always one RAM is in write mode; the other one in read mode.

Fig 6.0.1. gives a block and timing diagram of dual line memories (page 53).

The rest of this chapter concerns construction of the pilot signal processing.

Line memories and their YUV signal processing were already available and

documented.

6.1 Block diagrams.

Fig 6.1.1. A general block diagram of the scan generated clock system (page

54).

Fig 6.1.2. is a block diagram of the present pilot signal processing. (page

54).
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6.2 Circuit diagrams.

All pilot signal processing circuit diagrams are contained in this chapter. For

completeness three other circuit diagrams (of modified circuits) are given:

- a synchronization circuit to obtain pulses like burstkey (BK) , horizontal

blanking (HB) , composite blanking (CB) and H/2.

- the write PLL circuit.

- the YUV to RGB matrix circuit with white bar insertion.

Fig 6.2.1. OSD-50 semiconductor photodiode and transimpedance amplifier.

Fig 6.2.2. AV-29 vacuum phototube and transimpedance amplifier.

Fig 6.2.3. 3 MHz FIR transversal bandpassfilter.

Fig 6.2.4. Read PLL with run-in aids.

Fig 6.2.5. Left edge detect and white bar generator.

Fig 6.2.6. Sync. circuit.

Fig 6.2.7. Write PLL.

Fig 6.2.8. YUV to RGB matrix.

+ 2 ... '" 8,.494
P '" 8,.4..0

10 10

100U:l:

Fig 6.2.1. Circuit diagram of the OSD-50 semiconductor photodiode amplifier.
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Fig 6.2.2. Circuit diagram of the phototube AV29 and transimpedance amplifier.
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6.3 Remarks on practical construction.

The photodiode has output currents of some nano-amperes during the black

picture contents. The picture tube is driven by electronic circuits with

current in the ampere range and AC voltages of a 1000 Volt, peak-peak changing

in a time of 6 ~s. (- half line flyback time).

The photodiode transimpedance amplifier has a low-impedance input. An example

illustrates the problems which can occur:

Let a small parasitic capacitor of 0.001 pF - 1 E -15 F be connected from the

line deflection circuitry to the transimpedance amplifier's input. An

approximation of the capacitor current will be:

C • U - i • t --> i z C • U / t - lE-15 * lE3 / 6E-6 - 166 nA.

Which is much larger than the signal current. Fortunately the fly-back pulse

and the pilot signal appear at different moments in the time domain. Without

measures , the derivation of the start pulse will be interfered by the fly-back

pulses. This problem is solved by disabling the flyback pulse detection during

fly-back time. (S-R flip-flop). ( see Fig 6.2.5.);

It will be clear that a very short wiring is needed between photodiode and

transimpedance amplifier. Not more then some mm distance is desired. The

combination of both must be shielded with an opening for the light sensitive

area of the censor. If possible, the shield must be connected to the

electrostatic level of the wide neighborhood. In the test set-up a connection

between preamplifier shielding and a metal box around the complete receiver

helped a lot in reducing the spurious. A more than 20 dB reduction in spurious

was obtained.

The limiter circuit before the PLL is very sensitive to all kind of spurious. A

10 mV rms signal at the limiters input is sufficient for locking of the PLL.

Especially the 3 MHz component of the WRITE CLOCK should be avoided on the

limiter input. All other digital pulses too. The best result is obtained if the

read PLL is build together with the 3 MHz bandpassfilter and the left edge

detection circuit. Connection from the photodiode preamplifier to the

bandpassfilter must have a high signal level. For instance 1 Vpp. Grounding of

the coax input to the bandpass filter must be directly (and only) on the read
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PLL's printed circuit board and not on the power supply ground (No signal

currents of other circuit parts may pass this ground).

A different solution for the interference problems is locating the limiter

together with the preamplifier, far from the digital circuits.

It will be clear that the PLL needs some pilot signal at any moment during the

visible line scan. A normal TV receiver will need a contrast ratio of about 60

dB. In index tube system publications values between 46 and 55 dB were realized

[9], [10]. In the SGC test set up a 60 dB contrast ratio has to be processed.

At any time some beam current is needed. For this purpose a minimum beam

current limiter circuit has to be added to the standard RGB signal processing.



1 Conclusions.
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From chapter 2:

A horizontal sawtooth deflection current is not acceptable.

A deflection circuit using S-correction can give sufficient performance.

There is no need for geometry corrections like linearity coil, E-W

modulator, inner pin-cushion correction and corrections for EHr changes.

From chapter 3:

The spot (x-) size limits the position accuracy of the system. A CRr for

SGC should preferably have a gun like index tubes: a high ratio

Height/width for the spot intensity distribution.

For the case of a sine-square spot intensity distribution, the spot width

must remain lower than two times the phosphor stripe pitch distance. For

a rectangle shaped spot distribution, the spot width must remain lower

than the phosphor pitch. Ignoring this condition, the pilot signal's

magnitude can become zero or negative.

A short phosphor pitch distance (or a high pilot frequency) has a limited

position error due to beam current modulation. The limit is ~/2 radians

in phase due to the PLL EXOR phase detector. The relation holds as long as

the PLL does not fallout of lock.

A 50 % duty cycle phosphor presence function has an optimum magnitude

pilot signal.

A phototube AV29 gives a 20 dB better SIN ratio for the pilot signal than

an OSO-50 photodiode.

From chapter 4:

A transversal analog FIR filter has a better performance than a RLC

bandpass filter.

A limiter circuit must be preceded by a bandpassfilter.

Correction for beam current modulation in a linear way is complex.

From chapter 5:

A PLL circuit can have a much smaller noise bandwidth than a passive

bandpass-filter.

An exclusive-or phase detector is a good choice. Sequential phase

detectors can not be used (cycle slipping).

Additional circuits like phase reset, PLL loop-filter state hold during

line flyback and white run-in bar avoid the need for re-Iocking of the PLL



at every line-start.

The calculated minimum required beam current for 0.1 mm position noise

jitter is 2 ~A.

General:

The minimum required beam current in the SGC system can be low enough to

obtain a sufficient contrast ratio in beam current.

The beam current modulation problem is a big problem. To avoid

fundamental wave interferences, the pilot frequency must be higher than

highest signal frequency. The spot size limits the maximum pilot

frequency. In the test set-up the PLL could be pulled out of lock by beam

current modulation (VG zone plate generator, concentric circles). This

subject needs still more study.
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Appendix 1: Program for S-correction optimization.

68

A TURBO PASCAL 4.0 program for the S-correction optimizing problem is
given.

program ana1def1ection;
uses crt,dos;

type coeff - array[O .. 10] of real;

var i ,j
data

npoint :
cOO,c20:
n
t,dt
IX,dlx
Ip
r,l,cs
csO,cs2:

integer;
array[l .. 30] of record

x,yO,y1: real;
end;

integer;
coeff;
integer;
real;
real;
real; l Max deflection current}
real;
real;

function horner(c: coeff; n: integer; x: real): real;
var i: integer; term: real;
begin

term:-c[n] ;
for i:-n-l downto 0 do term:-term*x+c[i];
horner:-term;

end;

procedure init;
begin

n:-5;
for i:-O to n do begin cOO[i]:-O; c20[i]:-0; end;
cOO[l] :-0.103596; cOO[3]:-0.004748; cOO[5]:-0.000908;
c20[1] :-0.111245; c20[3]:-0.007387; c20[5]:-0.000649;
r:-1.85; 1:-1.85e-3;
Ip:-2; l 2 A peak deflection current}

end;

function scor_i(Ip,Cs,t: real): real;
var fac,w,a: real;
begin

a:-r/2/1; w:-sqrt(l/l/cs-a*a);
fac:-cos(w*26e-6)/sin(w*26e-6);
scor_i:-Ip*exp(-a*(t+26e-6»*(fac*sin(w*(t+26e-6»-cos(w*(t+26e-6»);

end;



procedure findoptimums(cxx: coeff);
{ Least squares algorithm. Comparison to an optimum straight line }
var m real;

err , errmin : real;
descend : boolean;

function geterrsum: real;
var sl,s2,s3,rc,t,hor: real; i: integer;
{ compare to line x - rc * t }
begin sl:-0; s2:-0; s3:-0;

for i:--26 to 26 do
begin t:-i*le-6; hor:-horner(cxx,n,(scor_i(Ip,cs,t)));

sl:-sl+hor*hor; s2:-s2+t*hor; s3:-s3+t*t;
end;
rc:-s2/s3;
geterrsum:-sl-2*rc*s2+rc*rc*s3;

end;

begin
cs:-1e-4; m:-0.2s;
( move from large to small Cs
err:-geterrsum; errmin:-err;
repeat

write1n(err:20:10,' ',m:10:4);
cs:-m*cs; err:-geterrsum;
if err<errmin then begin descend:-true; errmin:-err; end

else descend:-fa1se;
if not descend then begin cs:-cs/m/m; errmin:-geterrsum; m:-sqrt(m); end;

until m>0.99s; { 0.005 % }
write1n('Optimum Cs - I ,cs*le6:10:4,' uF');

end;

begin
init;
findoptimums(cOO);
csO:-cs;
findoptimums(c20);
cs2:-cs;

end.
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Appendix 2: Program for convolution of cos2 and square wave.

program uvlight; ( Written in TURBO PASCAL 4.0 )
uses dos;
var x,y real;

i,j,k,l integer;
xm,xp real;
pitch real;
fl text;
top,sum real;
vx,t real;

function intens(x,xm: real): real;
var r: real;
begin

{ Distribution of spot as function of x
{ integral from -~ to ~ over intens - 1 !! for any xm
( the number of electrons/s in the beam is constant! )
if abs(x)<xm then r:-(O.S+O.S*cos(pi*x/xm»/xm else r:-O;
intens:-r;

end;

area's)
)
)
)

function uv(xO,xm,xp: real): real;
var a,b,r: real;
begin

{ calculates convolution of spot and phosphorstripe
{ xO - difference between center points
{ xp - radius of spot
{ xm - half width of phosfor stripe
if abs(xO»xm+xp then r:-O ( No overlap in convolution)
else begin

{ finding left side of overlap
a:--xp; ( lowest possible! )
if xO-xm>a then a:-xO-xm; ( leftmost pos of shifted phosphor> -xm )
( finding right side of overlap )
b:-xp; (highest possible! )
if xO+xm<b then b:-xO+xm;
r:-(b-a)/2/xp+l/2/pi*(sin(pi*b/xp)-sin(pi*a/xp»;

end;
uv:-r;

end;



begin
assign(f1,'fig342.dat'); rewrite(f1);
write1n(f1, '$ y 0 1 0.1');
write1n(f1,'$ x -0.5 0.5 0.1');
write1n(f1, '$ n 4');
write1n(f1,'$ 1 x Time (uS).');
write1n(f1,'$ 1 y Flux.');
write1n(f1, 'Photon flux as function of time. 50% presence. ds-0.1; 2; 3;',

, 4 mIn.');

xm:-0.0035/4; { half width };
vx:-1e4; pitch:-0.0035;
for 1:--50 to 50 do
begin

t:-1e-6*1/100;
write(f1,t*le6:8:4);
for k:-1 to 4 do
begin

case k of 1: xp:-0.0001; 2: xp:-0.002;
3: xp:-0.003; 4: xp:-0.004; end; {case}

sum:-O;
for j:--2 to 2 do
begin

sum:-sum+uv(vx*t+j*pitch,xm,xp);
end;
wri te (f1,' ',sum: 8 : 3) ;

end;
write1n(f1); write(' .');

end;
c1ose(fl);
exec('c:\dos\p1ot.exe' ,'fig342.dat'); { for p1ot.exe see appendix 5 }

end.
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Appendix 3: Complex zero calculation program.

72

The program FZ is written to find all complex zero's of a polynomial with
real coefficients. Input and output is passed via text-files. The solution is
found by repeatedly using Newton-Raphson's method and dividing the polynomial
by the detected zero's to obtain a lower degree polynomial.

program findzero;

type cmplx record re,im: real end;
coeff - array[O .. 50] of real;

var x,f,df:
n, i
c
ch
xn
fac
count
err
sum
fl
name

cmplx;
integer;
coeff;
char;
cmplx;
real;
integer;
real;
real;
text;
string[255] ;

procedure pdiv;
var xO,xl: real; i: integer; cn: coeff;
begin

if x.im<>O.O then if abs(x.im/x.re) < le-7 then x.im:-O;
if x.im-O.O then
begin

writeln('Single pole at ',x.re);
writeln(fl,'l ',x.re:12);
for i:-n downto I do
begin

cn[i-l]:-c[i]; c[i-l]:-c[i-l]+x.re*c[i];
end;
n:-n-l;

end
else begin

writeln('Double pole at : ',x.re,' , ±j I,abs(x.im));
writeln(fl,'2 ',x.re:12,' ',abs(x.im):12);
xl:--2*x.re; xO:-x.re*x.re+x.im*x.im;
for i:-n downto 2 do
begin

cn [ i - 2] :-c [i] ;
c[i-l] :-c[i-l] -xl*c[i]; c[i-2] :-c[i-2] -xO*c[i];

end;
n:-n-2;

end;
(for i:-O to n+2 do writeln(c[i]);}
c:-cn;
(writeln;
for i:-O to n+2'do writeln(c[i]);}

end;



procedure mul(a,b: cmplx; var c: cmplx);
begin c.re:-a.re*b.re-a.im*b.im; c.im:-a.re*b.im+a.im*b.re;
end;

procedure horner;
var i: integer; s: cmplx;
begin s.re:-c[n]; s.im:-O;

for i:-n-l downto 0 do
begin mul(x,s,s); s.re:-s.re+c[i];
end; f:-s;

end;

procedure derive;
var i: integer; s: cmplx;
begin s.re:-c[n]*n; s.im:-O;

for i:-n-l downto 1 do
begin mul(x,s,s); s.re:-s.re+c[i]*i;
end; df:-s;

end;

procedure solve;
begin

sum:-O; for i:-O to n do sum:-sum+abs(c[i]);
repeat

x.re:--4; x.im:-O.l; count:-O;
repeat

horner; derive;
writeln('x.re -' ,x.re:15:l0,' x.im - ',x.im:15:l0);}

fac:-df.re*df.re+df.im*df.im;
df.im:--df.im; ( cmplx conjugate
mul(f,df,xn);
xn.re:-x.re-xn.re/fac; xn.im:-x.im-xn.im/fac;
x:-xn;
err:-sqrt(f.re*f.re+f.im*f.im);
count:-count+l;
if count>lOO then writeln('*** ERROR in convergence.');

until (count>lOO) or (err<le-15);
pdiv;

until n<l;
end;

begin
clrscr; writeln('Polynomial zero-s solver.');
assign(fl,'data'); reset(fl);
readln(fl,n) ;
for i:-O to n do readln(fl,c[i]);
close(fl) ;
rewrite(fl) ;
solve;
close (fl) ;
writeln('End of FZ.');

end.
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Appendix 4: FIR-filter bandpass design.

74

This program will ask the user for a sample frequency and for a
specification of the stop and passbands. The programs output is an impulse
response of the desired filter. As verification this impulse-response will be
supplied to the program FIRPLOT, which plots the results obtained with the
calculated filter.

The program is written in TURBO PASCAL 4.0 running on an IBM PC.

program designFIRbandpassfi1ter;
uses crt,dos,getvar;
const maxharmonic - 15;

maximpresp1en - 31;

var i,j,order integer;
a array[O .. maxharmonic] of real;
c array[O .. maximpresp1en] of real;
f1,f2,f3,f4,fs: real;
sr,si,w real;
f1 : text;
name string;
ch char;

procedure fourier;
var p,n,i: integer; sl,y,x: real;

procedure ca1c1(x:rea1; fac: integer);
begin { y is function to integrate }

if x<-f1 then y:-O;
if (x>f1) and (x<f2) then y:-1-0.5*(1+cos(pi*(x-f1)/(f2-f1)));
if (x>-f2) and (x<f3) then y:-1;
if (x>-f3) and (x<f4) then y:-0.5*(1+cos(pi*(x-f3)/(f4-f3)));
if x>-f4 then y:-O;

sl:-sl+fac*y*cos(x*n);
end;

begin write1n('Fourier analysis');
write1n('n' :4,'cos' :10);
p:-51 ; { must be integer*2+3 }

{ number of intervals in 3/8 Simpsons rule }
for n:-O to maxharmonic do begin

sl:-0; ca1c1(0,1);
for i:-1 to (p-2) div 2 do

begin ca1c1«i*2-1)*pi/(p-1) ,4);
ca1c1(i*2*pi/(p-1) ,2);

end;
ca1c1(pi-pi/(p-1) ,4);
ca1c1(pi,l);
sl:-sl*2/(p-1)/3;
if n-O then sl:-sl/2; { dc term! }
write1n(n:4,sl:15:10);
a[n]:-sl;

end;
end;



begin
c1rscr; write1n('Design of FIR bandpass filters. '); write1n;
write1n('A11 frequencies are relative to the c1ockfrequency.'); write1n;
write1n('The program uses cosine shaped transients between pass/stop'

'bands.');
inputrea1(5,'Enter sample frequency ',fs,0,le8,fa1se);
inputrea1(7,'Enter end of low stopband ',f1,O,fs/2,fa1se);
inputrea1(8,'Enter start of passband ',f2,f1,fs/2,fa1se);
inputrea1(9,'Enter end of passband ',f3,f2,fs/2,fa1se);
inputrea1(10, 'Enter start of 2nd stopband: ',f4,f3,fs/2,fa1se);
write1n;
f1:-f1*pi*2/fs; f2:-f2*pi*2/fs; f3:-f3*pi*2/fs; f4:-f4*pi*2/fs;
fourier;
c[15]:-a[0];
for i:-1 to 15 do
begin c[15-i] :-a[i]/2; c[15+i] :-a[i]/2; end;
(for i:-O to 30 do write1n('c(' ,i:2,') - ',c[i] :8:4);}
sr:-O; for i:-O to 30 do sr:-sr+c[i];
write1n('Sum of coefficients is: ',sr:8:5); write1n;
write1n;
write('Enter filename to store data: '); read1n(name);
if pos('.' ,name)<>O then name:-copy(name,l,pos('.' ,name)-l);
name:-name+' .dat'; write1n('Saving ',name);
assign(f1,name); rewrite(f1);
write1n(f1,fs:14);
for i:-O to 30 do write1n(f1,c[i] :10:6);
c1ose(f1);
exec('c:\dos\firp1ot.exe' ,name);

end.
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Appendix 5: FIRPLOT program.
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The TURBO PASCAL 4.0 program FIRPLOT will calculate from a given
impu1seresponse, the frequency response. To display the information in graphic
mode, an autosca1ing plotting program is used. This program p1ot.exe is also a
pascal program. Its listing is of minor importance here. Interested persons
can become a copy of the program from William Kuipers, Prune11apad 11, 5643 BW
Eindhoven. Listing of FIRPLOT:

program firp1ot;

{N+} { use numeric coprocessor. must be available}

uses crt,dos;

var i,n
fl
name:
c
sum :
1n10:
fs
f,w
tau
j

: integer;
text;
string;
array[0 .. 50] of real;
record re,im: real; end;
real;
real;
real;
real;
: integer;

•

begin
c1rscr; write1n('Program to plot FIR frequency response.');
write1n;
if paramcount-O then
begin

write('Enter inputfi1ename(.DAT assumed): '); read1n(name);
end
else name:-paramstr(l);
if pOS('.' ,name)<>O then name:-copy(name,l,pos('.' ,name)-l);
assign(f1,name+ ' .dat ' ); reset(f1);
read1n(f1,fs); tau:-1/fs;
n:-O;
while not(eof(f1)) do
begin

read1n(f1,c[n]); inc(n);
end;
c1ose(fl);
1n10:-1n(10);
assign(f1,name+' .p1t'); rewrite(f1);
write1n(f1,'$ x 0 ',fs/2e6:10:4,' l,fs/2e7:10:4);
write1n(f1,'$ y -60 10 10');
write1n(f1,'FIR filter response: ',name,' .');
for i:-O to 100 do
begin

sum.re:-O; sum.im:-O; f:-i/100*fs/2; w:-2*pi*f;
for j:- 0 to n-1do
begin

sum.re:-sum.re+c[j]*cos(w*j*tau);
sum.im:-sum.im-c[j]*sin(w*j*tau);

end;



if (abs(sum.re)<le-9) then sum.re:-O;
if (abs(sum.im)<le-9) then sum.im:-O;
( write(sum.re,sum.im); optional output to screen. )
writeln(fl,f/le6:l0:4,' "

20*ln(sqrt(le-12+sum.re*sum.re+sum.im*sum.im))/lnlO:10:3);
writeln(' . ') ;

end;
writeln;
close(fl) ;
exec('c:\dos\plot.exe' , name+, .plt');

end.
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Appendix 6: PLL time response during tracking
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program p11tracking;

uses crt,dos;

in TURBO PASCAL 4.0 }

var i,j : integer;
f1 : text;
a1fa,ksi,wn,fac,phi:
wnt,kOkd,t
dwdt

real;
real;
real;

function getphi(a1fa,t: real): real;
var phi: real;
begin fac:-sqrt(l-ksi*ksi); wnt:-wn*t;

phi:-(1-2*a1fa*ksi)*cos(fac*wnt)
+1/fac*(a1fa+ksi*(1-2*a1fa*ksi»*sin(fac*wnt);

phi:-1-2*a1fa*ksi+a1fa*wnt-phi*exp(-wnt*ksi);
phi:-phi/wn/wn; getphi:-phi*dwdt*180/pi;

end;

begin
wn:-6.3eS; ksi:-1/sqrt(2); kOkd:-2e7; a1fa:=wn/kOkd;
c1rscr;
write1n('PLL response to frequency ramp. Ktot - ',kOkd:9,' 0 - f(~S)');

assign(f1,'data'); rewrite(f1);
write1n(f1,'$ n 1');
write1n(f1,'$ 1 x Time (uS)');
write1n(f1,'$ 1 y Phase error (degree)');

dwdt:-6.28*0.Se6/Se-6; ( 3.0 to 1.3*3 MHz in 5 ~S time
write1n(f1,'PLL response to frequency ramp. wn - '

,wn:9,'. d(w)/d(t) - ',dwdt:9);
for i:-O to 60 do .
begin t:-i/S*le-6; write(f1,i/2:7:2,' ');

write1n(f1,getphi(O,t):8:1);(,' ',getphi(a1fa,t):8:1);}
end;
c1ose(f1);
exec('c:\dos\p1ot.exe' ,'data'); ( see appendix 5 )

end.



Appendix 7: REMARKS AND IDEAS
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* What is the reason for using UV phosphor? Is there any need for UV

phosphor? The phosphor is at the back side of the shadow mask. Even the UV

phosphor gives slightly visible light. The photodiode has a better response at

longer wavelengths of light. A good phosphor efficiency and a fast decaytime

of the phosphor are important parameters. Not the wavelength.

* Using a recursive filter with a de1ay1ine of 1 line length can improve

the signal to noise ratio of the pilot signal. It gives too some rejection for

phase shifts due to beam current modulation. The visibility will be reduced!

(IEEE transaction on consumer electronics, Vol. CE-31, No.3, Aug 1985,

page 181).

Vin
1

I I
~ii 1 H delay

I a

Vout

Vin 1 - a z·(-l)

Vout z·(- 1)
z - exp(j o wo 64 uS), a» 1 !!.

Noise reduction for slowly changing (in vertical direction) signals.

! If the phosphor presence function could be a sinewave, many of the beam
current modulation problems could be avoided. Multiplying a sine wave with the
beam current information has only one component in the output with the
fundamental pilot frequency.

A sine wave presence function can not easily be realised. Phosphor can be
present or not on a certain spot by 'mask program' .
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